Our Fuel Switch Solution

Switch to sustainable homes
and cheaper fuel bills
IMPROVING HOMES FOR THE FUTURE
The most cost effective way to increase
the SAP rating across your housing stock is
through fuel switching.
Many households across the UK live in fuel
poverty, unable to afford the high costs of
electricity, coal, oil or LPG.
For many of us, gas central heating is a
given, but today approximately 18% of the UK
population are living off gas, which means about
4.4 million homes may be affected.
Gas heating is not only a cost effective method
of heating, it is also more energy efficient and
environmentally friendly than other fossil fuels.
At MPS Energy, we believe everyone deserves
the right to a warm home, which is why we are
providing a dedicated fuel switching solution,
Switched On.
Switched On is our unique proposition that
enables us to connect residents’ homes to
mains gas.
Annual household energy savings can be up
to £530 for homes moving from electricity,
£460 from LPG, £380 from solid fuels and
£110 from oil.

WE DO ALL THE LEG WORK
We will apply for funding on your behalf so you don’t have to.
Leveraging our unique position, we will incorporate
funding initiatives to support the application.

AFTER THAT, IT’S EASY…
Initial fuel switching discussion
Basis stock data provided
Application submitted to local
network provider

The potential benefits for
residents are significant.
MPS Energy strives to
provide residents access
to more affordable and
sustainable energy. The
‘Switched On’ programme
creates an opportunity for
social housing providers
to deliver better value
to residents.

Detailed stock evaluation
Fundamental recommendations
provided
Approach agreed
Work commences

THE NITTY GRITTY
Where the property is less than 23m from the
network connection will be free of charge.*
After we configure the connection, we will
install and manage the central heating to the
properties.
*Subject to qualifying criteria

MPS Energy is part MPS and specialises in the provision of energy services
in the social housing sector. MPS has been caring for residents’ homes for
over 25 years. Our people are experts in estate management and property
maintenance, as well as all the main building and specialist trades.
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